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teaching english verb particle
combinations to arab ESL students
by M aziz F yassyassini n

verb particle combinations spreading out that is VPCsV PCs are fre-
quentlyVPCsV PCs used in preference to verbs of

english has a continual need to make classical origin which have similar meanings
up new verbs one of the most common but unsuitable overtones of formality
ways of making up new verbs in the indo-
european

pomposity or difficulty instead of placing
languages has been to fuse a verb a fat bundle of semantic features into one

stem and particle to make a new verb in word matters can be more flexible by
latin the particle was attached to the packing thinner bundles into two or three
beginning of the verb here are some or more words in other words he would
examples of verbs made in this way that prefer spreading rather than overloading
have come into english for example

compel lat comcorncormcomm with together he discarded the trash overloading
pello drive force he threw out the trash spreading

devour lat de down from voro he estimated the situation and pro-
videdswallow figures overloading

he sized the situation andup gaveexcelcexceedeed lat ex out cedo go
away withdraw in figures spreading

problems of VPCsV PCsteaching tomany english verbs are made up with
arab ESL studentsparticles prefixed in the la-tinlatin manner

for example arab ESL students are introduced to
VPCsV PCs at a later stage of learning english

by pass overestimate downplay over-
look

during the early stages they are taught
forget understand upset offset that certain recurring segments possess

withdraw withstand overcome

however most english VPCsV PCs are made M aziz F yassin assistant professor
with the particle used as a suffix rather of linguistics at ryadayad university
than as a prefix eg with a phd in linguistics from

go for bring round fall for run down leeds university has taught in libya
walk into food bear out get over egypt kuwait and saudi arabia
give up keep up with look up look during his twentyfivetwenty five year teaching
up to make for make up for make career he has published articles on
up to put off put up with stand down contrastive studies and TESL in
stand for stand up for stand up to BSOAS and anthropological linguis-

ticsturn in turn on turn out
VPCsV PCs are mainly colloquial that is unique and constant meanings they are

they appear first as slang or part of a special-
ized

taught for instance that certain mono-
syllabictechnical jargon if the combinations verbs such as go bring come

withstand the passage of time they become fall run turn walk are verbs of movement
an unobjectionable part of the english vo-
cabulary

and that certain other verbs have core
cab ulary meanings attached to them eg

to to on watersemantic out squeeze press getspreading juice out ofofsthsthath

1971 33 that to salt to add salt to foodbolinger p argues we
have to use what he calls a kind of semantic to shut to close
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to act to do something I1 cant put uptiplip with tolerate his
misbehaviourto build to erect

illlil name for the foot-
ball

put up yourparticles such as forjortor uplip anavawayawavuway down
teamacross lo10to out over with on etc are also

taught as separate words with core meanings
classification of VPCsV PCsattached to them

this tendency of learning separate the neutral term particle has been
words is reinforced by the fact that ESL adopted to designate both adverbs and
activities in many parts of the arab world prepositions this approach derives from
are basically textbooktext book centered students mitchells 195819581959 p 103 classification of
are therefore introduced first to written particle verbs
modes of english characterized by what
bolinger describes as overloading arab mitchell distinguishes two main cate-

goriesstudents learn verbs such as phrasal and prepositional to
lo10to extinguish to encounter to corrob-
orate

which we may add a third the copula
to compensate etc particle

before they are introduced to simpler syn-
onyms

1 phrasal verbs
such as

phrasal verbs have the following
put out run uptip against bear out features
and make up for

a the particle can be either pre or
when the arab learner is introduced nominalpostnominalpost eg

to a VPCV PC such as go for he tries to deduce
the meaning of the whole from the sum he put on his coat on

of the meanings of the component parts he called up her parents up
which he has learnt as separate segments he made up the story up
in an utterance like the company turned down the

he went for a walk offer down
the arab learner will find no trouble as the it puts out a lot of news out
component parts go and for keep what the separability of the particle from the
he has learnt as their basic meanings verb itself is a purely formal matter with
but trouble begins when he reads go for no effect on meaning if the object is
in the following various linguistic contexts long however it can come only after the

in investing money some people particle
go for aim at have an objective a more it puts out a lot of news that
or less assured dividend others for capital you dont see anywhere else
increase phrasal verbs with two or more particles

I1 let him have his say and then I1 must occur in prenominalpre nominal positionwent for him attacked and told him
just what I1 thought the children talked back to their

momotherthe rwhat ive said about this person
goes for applies to anyone else whom john came up with an idea
I1 find trespassingtrespassing on my land everyone looked downdolen on them

the arab learner will be overwhelmed they walked out on us
by the multiplicity of meanings of VPCV PC b pronouns usually precede the par-

ticlego for none of which relates to the mean-
ings of the individual parts similar multiple they made it up
meanings for the same VPCV PC are suggested

the comcompanypany turned it downby put up
the habitual placing of the pronoun beforeill accommodate for

the weekend
put you up the particle is explained by eradesbrades 1961

as being generally due to their ie thethey put me up to the situation pronouns weak stress
gave me an idea
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c adverbs cannot intervene between use of by other grammarians to distinguish
the verb and particle we can say phrasal and non phrasal verbs grammarians

he turned up at seven oclock and note that phrasal verbs as opposed to
we took off for memphis but not prepositional verbs cannot undergo a

relative transformation with the particlehe turned suddenly up at seven
oclock or detached from the verb and preceding

we took immediately off for the relative pronoun
memphis they came across the bridge

d the particle component can be VVPP

and generally is fully stressed the bridge across which they
came

the pilot flew in the plane
1 they came across the man phra-

salthe pilot flew the plane min verb
she tried onon the dress but not the man across whom they came
she tried the dress on

e when final and not in postnominalpost nominal but compare
position the particle is pronounced in a

kinetic tone strang 1962 p 159J W suggests up he turned off0ffhetookhe took
that one should think in terms of a com-
plex

it appears that some prepositional verbs
of related differences a superfix and notably those with close VPV P linkage

part stress part rhythm part intonation share the restrictions of phrasal verbs in
their behaviour under relative transfor-
mation2 prepositional verbs

prepositional verbs have the follow-
ing

another criterion not mentioned by
features mitchell is that of substitution A word

is an adverbial extension when it formsa non interpolability of pro nouns
such a unit with the verb that this unitbetween verb and particle
can be replaced by one single verb without

he turned down the driveway any change occurring in the structuralVPV P arrangement of the utterance for example
he turned down the offer phrasal

verb bring round persuade
he turned the offer down phrasal fallfafalifati for love

verb run down defame
this change is impossible with the pre-
position

walk into food eat heartily
keep up with keep level with
look up verify by reference

he turned the driveway down to books or documents
b expansion A verb preposition com-

bination
look up to someone admire

can be divided by an adverb make for be conductive to
but a verb adverb combination cannot make off with steal
for example make up for compensate

make up to attempt to curry
he turned up discovered a new favour with

manuscript phrasal verb stand down withdraw from a
he turned sharply up the country contest

road VPV P stand for represent
c A single verb is often commutable stand up for support morally

with a prepositional verb this criterion or verbally
covers such a wide range of possibilities however many other combinations may
go down descend ask for request be replaced by a single verb
that it can provide no reliable indication look at examineof the degree of VPV P linkage beforego precede

there are a few criteria not referred
to by mitchell which have been made the restriction that the structural ar
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rangementrangement of the utterance should not be they are in for pretty poor serviceservice
changed is semantic the meaning of the be preposition preposition noun
whole utterance will still remain unchanged he was off to sea again
the substitution criterion is also used we are out to better ourselves be
to demonstrate that prepositional verbs P to infinitive
are in some cases to be treated as units jesperson often compares predicative

P and PNP N with adjectives and regardswhere the same particle is used both them as subject modifiers rather thanas an adverb and as a preposition it is often verb modifiers
difficult to distinguish between them
three guidelines are compare

a the adverb can stand alone where-
as

but all the articles are of great
the preposition cannot eg value

but all the articles are beautifulcome in go out etc
and ofgreatof great valueb prepositions with an accompanying

noun form a phrase which in itself makes also the copula seem can replace be
sense eg up the road under the table but all the articles eemseem ofgreatof great
through the door etc when the particle value
is used as an adverb the phrase cant make

be P N can be premodifiedpre modified by perververevervpere
sense by itself eg put down his hat

more or mostturn off the tap etc
c the adverb and the noun accom-

panying
conservative supporters were more

it can change positions eg in favourfa our of the retention of public schools
he put on his coat on than Ulabourbour supporters

be P examples belonging to this group
3 copula verbs particles are of the same structure as phrasal

verbs that is they are made up ofthe distinction between lexical verbs
and copula verbs has led to a great deal a verb followed by a particle

of the discussion about the function of be there were few people about inin thewhen followed by particles or preposi-
tional wet windy night and little trafficphrases jesperson writes 1949 there were few people about theIII111 17 that some verbs when connected townwith predicatives tend to lose their full
meaning and approach the function of an compare with
empty link among his examples of so after all waswa oeroveroctoler I11 in which
predicatives he includes the particle cannot be expanded

he is in good health
the rain is over grammatical vs lexical restrictions

on the other hand particles and preposi-
tional

on the particle component
phrases are adverbial after be when

the verb has a full meaning oll111011iiiiliIII111 18 for the verbal component cannot function
example without the particle

1I the be mmeame nhu came to the US com-
plaining

com-
pla

mean theyre after news
PPNN pla ining that US aid had petered out

if your own conscience isis cleaiclearcleal
the red one was for scrambling then the village or city can gossip its head
the jokes over now be preposi-

tion off

wed thrown our hands in without the particles out and off inm the imim-
mediatelytelling one another we knekneww the game was preceding examples cannot under

up any consideration be left out if they are
and a man said whatwhats up 11 omitted the resulting sentences will be

the dividend grammatically deviant the restrictionsis up by 3 percent
to 18 percent on peter out and gossip its head off are

next morning john was up early therefore grammatical restrictions op
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posed to lexical restrictions on shot down while it has been possible to demon-
stratein the formal differences between
the examples above there are cases in whichthey shot down the prisoner an intuitive figurative labeling is not sup-
ported by formal features

meaning of the particle component outside the dusk was creeping up on
us

it is sometimes possible to assign outside john was creeping up on us
some kind of meaning to the particle in but generally when the same verb is
a phrasal verb in the utterances andused literally figuratively one must

im typing it up now typing up distinguish two lexical items this distinc-
tionthe final copy can be formally demonstrated either

the theatre is booked up by grammatical differences or by differences

the particle up has the function of speci-
fying

ofofexponenceexponence

finalizing or suggesting complete-
ness concluding remarks

similarly the particles out and off have this minute analysis reflects a com-
plexitya meaning of their own when they occur which would be overwhelming

with certain kinds of verbs out is used to an arab ESL student but it is a needed
with verbs dealing with the interior of stock in trade for the language teacher
something off is related to the exterior the important thing here is that VPCsV PCs

are patterns of lexis and must be taught as
the car needs to be cleaned individual items not via their class proper-

tiesout use a vacuum but via their own uniqueness rather
off use a hose than teaching separate words with dictionary

core meanings attached to them we are
figurative vs literal VPCsV PCs here interested in relating the internal

patterning of VPCsV PCs to a wider patterning
one way of differentiating both linguistic and situational As frequent

the light went out from and systematic applications are practiced
john went out the arab ESL learner becomes progressively

of the distribution of VPCsV PCsaware phrasalis by comparing the contrasting subject
exponents in the first case the subject prepositional and copula as particular

lexical items different from allin inanimate in the second it is animate unique
other lexical items

it is usually easy to isolate the point
of contrast between the two VPCsV PCs made
up of the same words one of which is references
regarded as figurative the other as literal
compare for example bolinger dwight the phrasal verb in

english harvard 1971

the light went out eradesbrades PA points of modern english
john went out syntax english studies 42
the light went 1961 566056656 6600
john went

fraser bruce the verb particle combina-
tionit seems that in this case one can equate in english NY academic

figurative with no potentiality for expan-
sion

press 1976
contraction or commutation that is

with grammatical fixity in general terms freeman WA A concise dictionary of
this is true of most of the figurative phrasal english slang london the english
verbs yassin 1978 universities press ltd 1958
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